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My art is t ic process is punctuated by moment s of 
col lect of element s (images, tex t s, object s) that impose 
to me an observat ion t ime and a menta l a ssimilat ion 
of the contex t where I am. In my work, past and 
present element s interlace to shape «something else». 
Thereafter, the connex ion between these singular 
element s borrow f rom da ily l ife, takes place in order to 
create situat ions conducive to the emergence of f ict ion, 
to the const r uct ion of narrat ives. 

My work consis t s of mult iple intervent ions f rom the 
arrangement, the conf rontat ion, to the shaping of the 
col lected materia l. I make short shift ings, shift s of 
meaning, which interact with the col lect ive imager y and 
propose singular moment s in the form of photographs, 
drawings, ins ta l lat ions and v ideos. The reference to a 
col lect ive unconscious, most ly t ied to image and tex t, 
a l lows the v iewer to set markers in the narrat ive space 
that is emerging and is open to him.



During a two-months residency in Morocco, I was 
interested in protocols and in existing variations 
of practices and ritualistic experiences, bound to 
superstitions and popular faiths, which are anchored 
in the Moroccan collective memory. So I tried to 
distinguish elements (food, objects, places) taking 
into consideration for the achievement of these rites.

The series of photographs Presences حضور propose 
stagings trying to reveal special features of these 
customs. These installations, reinterpreting the forms 
established by these rites, sometimes make reference 
to the mysterious and secret character of these rites. 
They let emanate the feeling that “something is 
taking place” which the aim reveals itself ilusive.

Présences حضور
[Presences]
photography, 2014

series of 9 digital prints

The work was produced with the support of the 
French Institute in Morocco and its partners.



Présences حضور
[Presences]
photography, 2014



Présences حضور
[Presences]
photography, 2014



Présences حضور
[Presences]
photography, 2014



Combien de temps s’est-il écoulé ?  
[How long has passed ?] 
installation, 2014

•dressing table, 120 x 41 x 78 cm
•photographs, old postcards

Les dérivés de la photographie — L’éclipse de la figure, exhibition view, Artothèque Les arts au mur, Pessac (France)

A photography is hung on the wall over a dressing table. On 
the photography, we perceive four rows of benches which 
lead to a wooden structure of a left stage. On this stage, is 
lying a heap of thick textile of which we have difficulty in 
distinguishing the nature. A massive wall closes the horizon 
and urges us to find an escape on the left of the image, where 
the protagonists are busy coming and going, conversing, 
waiting, between the frame and the off-camera. 

The drawer of the dressing table is half-opened. When we 
approach the furniture, guided by the curiosity to discover 
what it reveals, we perceive a set of photographs and old 
postcards which cover the bottom of the drawer. Fragments 
of intimacies come to light, time of an unpredictable meeting, 
and sometimes, echo our own life experience.

This publishing was realized further to a two-months 
residency in Morocco at the French Institute of Casablanca 
and Dar Bellarj Foundation in Marrakesh, in February and 
March 2014. 

The purpose was to collect and enumerate instructions 
and descriptions of gestures, places, use of objects which 
intervene and come into play during the elaboration and 
the achievement of rites and superstitious cults. 

These mystic faiths are anchored in the every day life of 
numerous Moroccan inhabitants. These rites continue 
in Moroccan homes, and are exercised in a more or less 
intensify way, sometimes assumed, sometimes hidden 
and practised away from prying eyes. These formal body 
languages see their formulations readjusting from one 
generation to the next, according to their personal, social 
and economic concerns.

l’eau lave — emporte tout souvenir
[water washes — take all memories]
printed edition, 2014

A3 printing, on light brown recycled paper 

The work was produced with the support of the 
French Institute in Morocco and its partners.



Faux plis
[Fabric creases]
photography, 2013

series of 8 diptyches
60 x 40 cm

Faux plis builds milestones in unexpected landscaped wefts. 
This series of photographs consists of eight photographic 
diptyches. Every duo proposes the idea of a continuation 
and a possible continuity of a landscape. 

The spectator is invited to sneak from an image to an other 
one, to slide from a place to an other, to forge links between 
the images and to take part in the construction of these 
imaginary places.

Faux plis
[Fabric creases]
photography, 2013



Beside memories is a series of ten photomontages. These 
photographs, partially hidden by covers and ordered in 
frame-boxes are presented by pair. For each of the pair, a 
photography found during a residency in Vienna (Austria) 
stands alongside a personal family photography.

Beside memories tries to question the presence or the 
« visible absence » of objects, characters, places, present on 
these photographs, often in background. By using covers, 
these elements are isolated to attribute them an appearance 
which they did not have necessarily at first, at the moment 
the photographs has been shot. 

Connecting fragments of Viennese and French-Moroccan 
lives will doubtless give to the spectator the occasion to 
participate in this imagination.

Beside memories
photography, 2013

series of 10 photomontages,
23 x 18 x 5,5 cm

The work was produced with the support of Le Cube 
- independent art room, the Austrian Embassy in 
Rabat, the Austrian Foreign Ministry, the Austrian 
Federal Ministry of Education, Art and Culture, the 
Society for Austro-Arab Relations in Vienna and the 
Moroccan Ministry of Culture.

Beside memories
photography, 2013



brûle
[burn] 
photography, 2013
 
digital print
40 x 60 cm

tracé(s) #3
[outline(s) #3] 
installation, 2012

5 showcases presenting an assembly of 
photographs, texts, drawings and diverse objects.

The work was produced with the support of the 
artothèque - Les arts au mur in Pessac and the 
Médiathèque Jacques Ellul in Pessac.

La Nuit Défendue, exhibition view, Médiathèque Jacques Ellul, Pessac (France)

See images & texts : 
http://trace-s.tumblr.com/



tracé(s) #2
[outline(s) #2] 
photography, text, 2012

assembly of 16 photographs and 15 texts, 
digital prints, clip-framed, 58 x 36,7 cm

The work was produced with the support of the 
French national residency program Écriture de 
Lumière and the artothèque - Les arts au mur in 
Pessac.

Walking around the city of Pessac for several months 
led me to be interested and to capture the residents and 
passersby traces and interventions on their environment: 
special architectures, oscillating objects between ordinary 
and strangeness...

By making photographs, drawings and texts that cross 
each others and are echos to my personal experience, this 
work in constant motion tries to fix for a moment singular 
situations conducive to a wandering of our imagination.

tracé(s), exhibition view, Artothèque - Les arts au mur, Pessac (France)

See images & texts : 
http://trace-s.tumblr.com/

tracé(s)
[outline(s)] 
printed edition, 2012

250 copies, including 20 limited edition with an 
original drawing
26 cards in an embossed case
12 x 18 cm, offset printing
ISBN 978-2-7466-4988-0

The work was produced with the support of the 
French national residency program Écriture de 
Lumière and the artothèque - Les arts au mur in 
Pessac.



Disparaître ici
[Disappear here] 
photography, drawing, text, 2012

assembly of 6 photographs, 6 drawings and 5 texts
dimension 165,7 cm x 88 cm



Arbres
[Trees] 
drawing, 2012

series of 8 drawings, 30 x 40 cm
lead pencil on paper

The work was produced with the support of the 
French national residency program Écriture de 
Lumière and the artothèque - Les arts au mur in 
Pessac.



Arbres
[Trees] 
drawing, 2012



L’incertain
[The uncertain] 
drawing, 2012

series of 100 drawings, 15 x 10 cm
felt-tip pen on paper

Amorces
[Onsets] 
video, 2012

16/9, color, stereo sound
4’18’’

See the video : 
http://www.leilasadel.fr/index.php/projets/amorces



Ouvrage  
[Work]
installation, 2010

cut journal paper
variable number of cut words

The art work was produced with the support of Le 
Cube - independent art room in Rabat (Morocco) 
and the Regional Council of Aquitaine (France) 
(Grant for the international mobility of the Aquitain 
artists and creators 2010).

Ouvrage is a work about my link with the Arabic language 
and its persistence. 

Two groups of words, cut daily in Moroccan newspapers, 
are arranged on a table to indicate my understanding 
of this language today and what is remaining from its 
learning during my childhood in Morocco.

Paysage  
collage, 2011

21 x 21 cm
digital prints, lead pencil on paper



De passage
[Passing] 
photography, 2010
 
4 digital prints
20 x 30 cm

The art work was produced with the support of Le 
Cube - independent art room in Rabat (Morocco) 
and the Regional Council of Aquitaine (France) 
(Grant for the international mobility of the Aquitain 
artists and creators 2010).



Détours
[Detours]
photography, 2010

78 digital prints
13 x 19 cm

The art work was produced with the support of Le 
Cube - independent art room in Rabat (Morocco) 
and the Regional Council of Aquitaine (France) 
(Grant for the international mobility of the Aquitain 
artists and creators 2010).

The series of photographs Détours reflects a fragmented view 
and confronts moments of my daily life in Rabat during a 
residency and photographs of various small objects belonging 
to my family during my childhood in Morocco.

La photographie marocaine, exhibition view, Festival de la Photographie Méditerranéenne, Sanary-sur-Mer (France)

Choses
[Things] 
sound, 2010

stereo, 8’19’’ 
loop

The art work was produced with the support of Le 
Cube - independent art room in Rabat (Morocco) 
and the Regional Council of Aquitaine (France) 
(Grant for the international mobility of the Aquitain 
artists and creators 2010).

This soundtrack played on a loop is an enumeration 
of « topics » of lists extracted from The Pillow Book 
by the author Sei Shonagon (11th century, Japan). 

As a continuity of my researches on the fragment 
in literature, Choses was realised in a context of 
residency at Le Cube - independent art room (Rabat, 
Morocco) as an answer to my legibility of Morocco 
today.

Listen to the soundtrack :
http://www.leilasadel.fr/choses.html



Combien de temps s’est-il écoulé ?  
[How long has passed ?] 
installation, 2010

•dressing table, 120 x 41 x 78 cm
•photographs, old postcards

Désir, exhibition view, Galerie des Beaux-Arts, Bordeaux (France)

A photography is hung on the wall above a dressing table. On 
the photography, we perceive a child from behind, drawing 
on a small notebook held with his left hand to avoid that it 
falls from an easel.

The drawer of the dressing table is half-opened. When we 
approach the furniture, guided by the curiosity to discover 
what it reveals, we perceive a set of photographs and old 
postcards which cover the bottom of the drawer. Fragments 
of intimacies come to light, time of an unpredictable meeting, 
and sometimes, echo our own life experience.

Rochers  
drawing, 2010

6 drawings, 24 x 18 cm
lead pencil on paper



Latence  
[Latency] 
installation, 2010

•clothes
•shoes
•various accessories

Latence was performed on the occasion of an exhibition with the 
artists collective Vous Êtes Ici from the 16 to 19 July 2010, in three 
shared gardens of the 19th arrondissement in Paris.

Crossing the gardens, we discover scattered clothes, 
arranged here and there, in a confusing manner, or 
organized and meticulously placed, like remnants of 
a ghostly presence, a situation which we will not have 
access except by imagination.

The installation invites walkers to take part in its existence 
and feed fictons it creates.



. CELL project, collective exhibition, Prague (Czech Republic)

. Collective exhibition, Middlesex University, London (UK)

. Calypso : Artistic Learning Processes, Sala Rekalde, Bilbao (Spain)

2007
. One Night Stand, collective exhibition, 
  cur. Marie Legros & Olivier Bardin, CAPC, Bordeaux (France)

2006
. Duzhdovnitsa, exhibition with the artists collective Vous Êtes Ici, 
  Krug Center, Duzhdovnitsa (Bulgaria)

. Residencies

2014  Superstitions - protocoles et variations, 
         French Institute of Casablanca & Foundation Dar Bellarj Marrakesh (Morocco)
2013  Binatna — about traces, Le Cube-Independent art room, Rabat (Morocco), Vienna (Austria)
2012  tracé(s), French national residency program Écritures de lumière, 
         Artothèque - Les arts au mur, Pessac (France)
2010  Tout ce que l’on fait est sur fond de silence, Le Cube-Independent art room, Rabat (Morocco)
         Jardins partagés, shared gardens of the 19th arrondissement, Le 104, Paris (France)
2009  Vue Intérieure, private apartments, Paris (France)
2006  Duzhdovnitsa, Krug Center, Duzhdovnitsa (Bulgaria)

. Publishing

2012   tracé(s), 250 ex., published during a residency at the artothèque - Les arts au mur in Pessac (France)
2009   . la plage, 30 ex.
          . en y repensant,, 30 ex.

. Education

2010   Formation Artiste : Développement de son activité (administration, communication, diffusion),
          bbb, Centre régional d’initiatives pour l’art contemporain, Toulouse (France)
2009   DNSEP Fine Art School of Bordeaux (France)
2008   ERASMUS 6 months BA Fine Art, Middlesex University, London (UK)
2007   DNAP Fine Art School of Bordeaux (France)
2004   Baccalauréat Sciences économiques et sociales

. Grant

2010   Grant for the international mobility of the Aquitain artists and creators,
         Regional Council of Aquitaine (France) 

. Public collections

Artothèque - Les Arts au mur, Pessac (France) 
MUTUUM Artothèque, Ligue de l’Enseignement des Landes (France) 
MMP+ Musée de la Photographie et des Arts Visuels de Marrakech (Morocco) 
Le Cube - independent art room, Rabat (Morocco)

Leila Sadel
1, rue de Bitche
33130 Bègles France
T +33 6 99 60 75 99
leilasadel@hotmail.com
www.leilasadel.fr

Born in 1985 in Casablanca (Maroc), lives and works in Bègles (France).

. Exhibitions

2014
. Binatna — about traces, collective exhibition, Palais Porcia, Vienna (Austria)
. Screening of the video Amorces, programming of The Naked & Le Cube - independent art room,
  Contemporary Art Biennial of Marrakesh, Bank Al Maghrib, Marrakesh (Morocco)
. 10 Contemporary Moroccan Photographers, collective exhibition, programming of MMP+ Museum of
  Photography and Visual Art of Marrakesh, Foundation Mohammed VI de Promotion des œuvres 
  Sociales de l’Education, Rabat (Morocco)
. Les dérivés de la photographie - L’éclipse de la figure, collective exhibition, 
  Artothèque - Les arts au mur, Pessac (France)
. Binatna — about traces, collective exhibition, 
  Kacimi Gallery, Fès, in collaboration with the French Institute in Fès (Morocco)

2013
. Binatna — about traces, collective exhibition, 
  Le Cube - independent art room, Rabat (Morocco), 
  Gallery 127, Marrakesh (Morocco)
. 10 Contemporary Moroccan Photographers, collective exhibition, 
  programming of MMP+ Museum of Photography and Visual Art of Marrakesh, 
  Palais Badia, Marrakesh (Morocco), 
  Artistic gallery of the Sofitel hotel, Marrakesh (Morocco)
. Supermarket - Stockholm Art Fair, Stockholm (Sweden)

2012
. tracé(s), Artothèque - Les arts au mur, Pessac (France)
. La photographie Marocaine, collective exhibition, 
  Festival de la Photographie Méditerranéenne, cur. Mouna Mekouar, Sanary-sur-Mer (France)

2010
. Tout ce que l’on fait est sur fond de silence, Le Cube-Independent art room, Rabat (Morocco)
. Jardins partagés, exhibition with the artists collective Vous Êtes Ici, 
  shared gardens of the 19th arrondissement, Le 104, Paris (France)
. Désir, collective exhibition, cur. Olivier Bardin, Galerie des Beaux-Arts, Bordeaux (France)

2009
. Vue Intérieure, exhibition with the artists collective Vous Êtes Ici, private apartments, Paris (France)
. Festival Big Up 2, collective exhibition, Anglet (France)
. Visual Pleasure, collective exhibition, Gallery AVU, Prague (Czech Republic)
2008
. Festival Videoart is dead, video screening, Vitkov (Czech Republic)
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